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Workshop Plan of Mr Koji Mitani1 

Objectives 

『Warm-up Exercise-1：Skills for creativity』and 『Warm-up Exercise-2：Skills for communication and decision making』are the 

first sessions that children tackle at Tohoku School. The objectives of these exercises are encouraging communication among 
children and creating a base that helps to proceed the following sessions smoothly. The Exercise-1 aims that children will be able to 
understand the meaning of “creativity” and obtain the skills for creativity through the repetition of mental and physical exercises.  In 
the Exercise-2, children discuss and make decisions as an individual and also as a team. Through the repetition of this exercise, 
children will be able to use these skills immediately after this session. 

 Note: Since this is the first session, I plan to start with the elements of fun and surprise. Then I will continue to teach how to discuss 
and so on. As a whole, my key message is “Not be worried on the desk, but act and think!”. This intends to change the typical 
Japanese behaviour such as “being worried on the desk”.   

Necessary materials, equipments 

Paper cups (2psc per participant), pet-bottle water 500ml (1 bottle per team), scissors and writing materials (brought by an individual 
participant), worksheets, a white-board, marker-pens (black: 5 psc, red:1 psc, blue:1 psc) , PC projector 

Time required  

120 min 

                                                      
1
 This workshop plan was created by Mr. Koji Mitani, a facilitator of OECD Tohoku School #1. 
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Workshop Plan 

Timeline Theme /Topics  Description of the planned activity/ please describe write the step-by-step 
procedures of the activity you are planning or how you plan to engage 
your audience. * Please indicate the "break time" in the process, if 
appropriate. 

Measure of success/ how 
will you know if it is working/ 
or not working? 

1030～1035 Opening Explain briefly about the outline of this session. NA 

1035～ Creativity 

・Secrets of Colour 

By using the worksheet “Colour” children tackle the problem of illusions.  

・Children compete each other by finding “secrets” in the 7 illusory 

sheets for 1 min. 

・Explain why they are secrets and the reasons of the current status. In 

addition, children confirm them by moving their hands. 

・Children can understand that what they see is not necessarily to be 

“right” and feel interest in knowing how our brain works and the 
importance of moving hands. 

How much children are 
excited and give many 
surprised voices. 

How much children try to 
move their hands. 

 

1045～ Creativity 

・Discover Columns 

Children feel the power discovered by moving (taking actions) through the 
exercise of columns. 

・Children compete each other by listing up the names of which shape 

columns for 1 min. 

・Ask children how many names they listed up by raising their hands. 

Identify the person who listed up the most, give an award and ask 
him/her the fun examples from their findings. 

・Tell them the maximum number for this exercise in the past and 

explain some interesting examples. 

・Then tell children to walk around and find things which shape columns  

for 2 min, and let them compete. 

・Identify the child who found the most by raising their hands and give an 

award. 

・By doing this exercise, children can notice that it would be more 

Children stand up and 
actively work on searching. 
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effective to find the things by moving rather than by thinking in their 
own brains. 

1055～ Creativity 

・Shape of glasses 

Children understand that many values are hidden in the goods that we 
use in our daily life though “glasses” as one example.  

・Let children think about the reasons why glasses shape like that 

individually (1 min) then with a team (2 min) 

・Each team presents the reasons one by one. How many rounds can 

they continue?! 

・Write down the answers that each team presents (chronological order) 

and let them think further. 

・Through this exercise, children can understand that even making a 

decision for creating one shape (design) requires many people ’s 
involvements. Children feel interest in a discussion after each person has 
their own opinion.  

How much children are 
excited about the 
discussion  

 

1110～ Creativity 

・ Shape of paper-

cups 

Children understand that it is mandatory to move hands or to experiment 
in order to further explore the things through “paper-cups” exercise. 

・Children think about the reasons why paper-cups shape like that 

individually (1 min) then discuss with a team (3 min) 

・Leave them for a while, then encourage them to use scissors and/or 

water. Explain the meaning of “contrast experiment” and its method.  

・Each team processes paper-cups by scissors, pours water in it  and 

compare each cup. 

・Explain the secrets of the shape of paper-cups and its history. 

・Children feel the importance of doing something actually. Make them 

feel easier to work on comparing or measuring, instead of thinking on the 
desk.  

・Summarize the skills for creativity.  “Not be worried on the desk, but act 

and think!” 

Children are excited and 
give many surprised 
voices when they hold a 
paper-cup with water but 
without its top-curl.. 
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1130～ communication and 
decision making skills 

・Survival 1 

Through a decision making game for survival in a desert called “tropical”, 
children learn the base of thinking, decision making and discussion.    

・Children find the solution of “tropical” exercise individually (5min) 

・Children discuss the solution in each team and make decisions as a 

team (7min) 

・Representatives from each team write an answer on the write board. 

・Show a correct answer and calculate scores by each person as a 

individual and also as a team. Identify the person and the team that 
obtain the highest score and give them awards. 

・Explain about the way of thinking and the way of discussion. 

・Take some time for letting them review this exercise and prepare for 

the next exercise. 

NA because it is OK to 
have confusion. But 
attention would be needed 
if the discussion is not 
active. 

 

1205～ communication and 
decision making skills 

・Survival 2 

 

Through a decision making game for survival in a cold latitude called 
“plane crash”, children repeat practicing how to think and how to discuss. 

・Children find the solution of “plane crash” exercise individually (5min) 

・Children discuss the solution in each team and make decisions as a 

team (7min) 

・Show a correct answer. 

・Summarize the exercise without scoring.  

Check if the discussion is 
smoother than the previous 
case. 

 

1225～ Closing Mitani’s self-introduction  

Only if  there 
is a spare 
time 

 

communication and 
decision making skills 

・Self-introduction 

Show the base of communication skills and let them practice it through 
self-introduction 

・Explain the important considerations 

・Self-introduction  

 

 


